Bulldozer
bulldozer definition: a heavy vehicle with a large blade in front, used for pushing earth and
stones away and for making areas of ground flat at the same time. The terms below need to be
checked and allocated to the definitions (senses) of the headword above. Each term should
appear in the sense for which it is. The US presidential election brought 'bulldozer' into the
national vocabulary with a racialized meaning that is shocking and largely. Definition of
bulldozer - a powerful track-laying tractor with caterpillar tracks and a broad curved upright
blade at the front for clearing ground.
These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to
reflect current usage of the word 'bulldozer.' Views expressed in the. Find the perfect
Bulldozer stock photos and editorial news pictures from Getty Images. Download premium
images you can't get anywhere else. The first history of the bulldozer and its transformation
from military weapon to essential tool for creating the postWorld War II American landscape.
Although the. Bulldozer Redshed / cvindoraya.comnsylvania State Police killed a man with a
bulldozer over a plant marijuana grow "operation" on. Stream Bulldozer by Trampa from
desktop or your mobile device. Synonyms for bulldozer at cvindoraya.com with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for bulldozer. Get Bulldozer
setlists - view them, share them, discuss them with other Bulldozer fans for free on
cvindoraya.com!. bulldozer - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.
Bulldozer's profile including the latest music, albums, songs, music videos and more updates.
Define bulldozer. bulldozer synonyms, bulldozer pronunciation, bulldozer translation, English
dictionary definition of bulldozer. n. 1. A heavy, driver- operated. Step 1. The bulldozer bar
snaps on to the connectors on the sides of Dash's front two wheels. Line up the rings of the
bulldozer bar to the connection points on. The first bulldozer, as we now think of it, was
invented by James Cummings and J . Earl McLeod in Morrowville, Kansas in They created a
large. The official Marvel page for Bulldozer (Henry Camp)! Learn everything there is to
know about Bulldozer including their powers, strengths, weaknesses, enemies. Pennsylvania
State police say a year-old man was accidentally run over and killed by a bulldozer being used
in the search for him on state.
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